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P re fa ceThis document was written in September and October, 1990. Since then, I haveintended to edit it and check the speci�cation for correctness (elegance, typograph-ical errors, as well as logical ones), in addition to proving many more results aboutthe speci�cation (the reader will notice that only one or two proofs are included).Unfortunately, time has never been on my side, and there has never seemed to beenough of it to spend on the manuscript.The speci�cation is now released as a Research Report for two reasons. Firstly, Iwant to be able to refer to it in other published material. Second, I have been makingthe speci�cation available to people on a `per demand' basis: it would appear fareasier to make it generally available. It is, however, necessary to state the followingcaveat about the contents of this document:The speci�cation contained in this document may contain errors, bothlogical and typographical. To date, no attempt has been made to checkthe document for correctness in any but the most super�cial manner.The speci�cation was used as the basis of an implementation of the reectiveproduction system. The system is described in [6, 7].
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Chap te r 1Intro d u ct ionIn a recent book [4], I argued that AI software should receive a formal speci�cation ina way similar to more conventional programs. That book dealt with the blackboardarchitecture [5, 14, 2, 9] and with my own cassa nd ra architecture [3], and I madethe remark that production systems [12, 1, 17] were a little too simple.The current paper gives a speci�cation of a production rule interpreter, and itis, indeed, rather simple. That having been said, the speci�cation conveys all thebene�ts of a formal account: it is possible to reason about the software withouthaving to go to the expense of implementing it. In addition, the current exerciseis an opportunity for me to give a speci�cation of an aspect of the blackboard andcassa nd ra architectures that turned out to be surprisingly di�cult to account forin [4]: condition-matching. It has to be stated here that the blackboard architectureplaces di�erent demands upon matching than does the production architecture: inblackboard systems, matching is a form of procedure call (in fact, a call on a user-de�ned procedure), whereas one has complete control over matching in a productionsystem since it is simply \ordinary" structure matching.Because the basic architecture is so simple, this paper concentrates on an ex-tension of the \classical" production system: this is concerned with the provisionof meta-level capabilities. This becomes important in the context of reective orintrospective systems, and ele k tra is intended to be one of these. The formalspeci�cation of an architecture that supports meta-level inference a�ords the bene-�t of providing an additional way of ensuring that what is being done makes sense.In addition, there is the methodological point that one wants to be absolutely clearabout what the desired system is to do, and what facilities one is going to need:formal speci�cation helps here, too.The speci�cation is in Z [15, 16]. There is no particular reason for this, exceptfamiliarity. An earlier version of the speci�cation was undertaken in VDM [10, 11]but was discarded because it seemed a little unclear (probably my fault).2



Chap te r 2B a s ic P ro d u ct ion A rch itec tu re2.1 In tro d u c t ionIn this part, the basic speci�cation of the production rule architecture is given. Thespeci�cation covers all aspects apart from I/O. It also provides an account of termsand relations: this will be useful in part two when meta-level facilities are included.This section also covers initialization and provides alternative conict resolutionmechanisms.2.2 Te rm s and Atom sIn this section, we specify the basic data types and operations that are needed toprovide relations (atoms). Relations are used as basic condition elements and arethe units out of which rule conditions are constructed. A relation is an atom in thelogical sense: they are atomic formulae.Relations are de�ned in the usual way from relation symbols and terms. Webegin by de�ning terms and functions over them. To begin, we de�ne the basicatomic types that we will need:[CONST ;VAR;FUN ;REL]where CONST is the set of constant symbols, VAR the set of variable names, FUNis the set of function symbols, and REL the set of relation symbols.We next de�ne the TERM type. This de�nition gives the structure of terms andis recursive (a Z free type):TERM ::= const hhCONST ii jvar hhVARii jfunct hhFUN � seqTERM ii3



(Note that there is no problem with the de�nition of funct: a sequence is always�nite.) This de�nition provides the recursive structure of terms: a term can bea constant symbol (zero-ary function), a variable, or a function symbol applied toa sequence n terms (note that the arguments to a function are considered to beordered|the ordering can be arbitrary, but must be canonical in the sense that twodi�erent orderings are considered to have di�erent denotations).We now de�ne a number of functions over objects of type TERM. These functionshave a variety of uses, particularly when the meta-level is given. The functions arede�ned axiomatically.The functionfarity gives the arity of a term:farity : TERM � farity(constc) = 0farity(functft) = #tNote that farity is a partial function: we impose the condition that variables haveno arity.To de�ne the next three functions, it is useful to have the following abbreviations:VARS == � VARFUNS == � FUNCONSTS == � CONSTThe function varsinterm returns the set of variables that are components of agiven term:varsinterm : TERM " VARSvarsinterm(constc) =varsinterm(varv) = fv gvarsinterm(functft) = Sfi : 1 : :#t � varsinterm(t(i))gThe function funsymsinterm returns the set of function symbols that are in aterm: funsymsinterm : TERM " FUNSfunsymsinterm(constc) =funsymsinterm(varv) =funsymsinterm(functft)= ff g [ S fi : 1 : :#t � funsymsinterm(t(i))g4



constsinterm is similar to funsymsinterm, but returns the set of constant symbols:constsinterm : TERM " CONSTSconstsinterm(constc) = fcgconstsinterm(varv) =constsinterm(functft) = Sfi : 1 : :#t � constsinterm(t(i))gNext, we de�ne a type to represent a sequence of objects of type TERM. Thistype is used to represent the arguments to a relation.STERMS == seqTERMThis type should not be confused withTERMS == � TERMwhich is a set of terms (it is used below).We can now de�ne the type for relations:RELN == REL � STERMSThe basic functions that we de�ne over RELN are as follows. First, we de�ne afunction which will return the relation symbol of a relation:relsym : RELN " REL8 r : RELN �relsym(r) = �rst(r)Next, we de�ne the function to return the arguments of a relation:args : RELN " STERMS8 r : RELN �args(r) = second(r)Finally, we de�ne the arity function:arity : RELN " 8 r : RELN �arity(r) = #args(r) 5



For the next function, we need to assume that the relation has an arity strictlygreater than zero:aterm : RELN �  " TERM8 r : RELN ; i :  �aterm(r ; i) = args(r)(i)aterm returns the n th argument of the relation.For the following de�nitions, we must assume that r always has arguments. The�rst function, relvars returns the variables that are the arguments to a relation:relvars : RELN " VARS8 r : RELN �relvars(r) =Sfi : 1 : : arity(r) � varsinterm(aterm(r ; i))grelconsts returns the constant arguments:relconsts : RELN " CONSTS8 r : RELN �relconsts(r) =Sfi : 1 : : arity(r) � constsinterm(aterm(r ; i))grelfuncts returns all the function symbols that are arguments:relfuncts : RELN " FUNS8 r : RELN �relfuncts(r) =Sfi : 1 : : arity(r) � funsymsinterm(aterm(r ; i))gNext, we de�ne three relations. They are all variations on the mentioning re-lation: each is true if and only if its second argument (of whatever type) appearsamongst the arguments of the relation.relmentionsconst : RELN # CONST8 r : RELN ; c : CONST �c 2 relconsts(r) 6



relmentionsfunsym : RELN # FUNCT8 r : RELN ; f : FUNCT �f 2 relfuncts(r)The next relation is a predicate: it is true whenever its argument has a non-zeroarity: hasargs : RELN8 r : RELN � arity(r) > 0The function relterms returns all the subterms of a relation:relterms : RELN " TERMS8 r : RELN �relterms(r) =Sfi : 1 : : arity(r) � subeterms(aterm(r ; i))gBefore de�ning subterms, we de�ne an extra function which will be of help later:sseqterms : STERM " TERMSsseqterms(hi) =sseqterms(h � t) =subterms(head(h � t)) [ sseqterms(tail(h � t))We can prove a result about relterms and sseqterms. For all r,` relterms(r) = sseqterms(args(r))We can now de�ne subterms. We give two de�nitions and and an outline proofof their equivalence.subterms : TERM " TERMSsubterms(constc) = f(constc)gsubterms(varv) = f(varv)gsubterms(functft) =f(functft )g [ S fi : 1 : :#t � subterms(t(i))g7



subterms1 : TERM " TERMSsubterms1(constc) = f(constc)gsubterms1(varv) = f(varv )gsubterms1(functft) = f(functft)g [ sseqterms(t)Theorem 1 For all t,` subterms(t) = subterms1(t)pro o f (Outline|proof by induction.) If t = (const c), subterms(t) = subterms1(t).If t = (var v), subterms(t) = subterms1(t).Finally (induction step), we have t = (funct f t), and we need to prove that:sseqterms(t) = Sfi : 1 : :#t � subterms(t(i))gThere are three cases.Case 1. # t = 0, sosseqterms(t) =sseqterms(hi)== Sfi : 1 : : 0 � subterms(t)g =Case 2. #t = 1, so:sseqterms(t)= sseqterms(ht i)= Sfi : 1 : : 1 � subterms(t)g= subterms(t)Case 3. #t > 1, so:sseqterms(t)= sseqterms(head(t) � tail(t))= Sfi : 1 : :#t � subterms(t(i))g= subterms(t(1)) [ fi : 2 : :#t � subterms(t(i))g= subterms(head(t)) [ fi : 2 : :#t � subterms(tail(t))g8



2 We can use either version of the subterm function, and we will just write subtermwithout bothering to be clear about which version we imply.Finally, we de�ne:relhasterm : RELN # TERM8 r : RELN ; t : TERM �t 2 relterms(r)2.3 M atch in gThe core of a production system is its match routine. The matcher can be a routinelike the re te algorithm [8], the tr e at algorithm [13] or uni�cation. Here, we donot specify what the particulars of the matcher should be: instead, we merely de�neits functionality.In order to specify the matcher, we need to de�ne:BINDINGS == VAR� TERMThis type represents the variable bindings that are manipulated by the matcher.The matcher will be considered to be a relation, and will relate two sets of bindings.To begin the speci�cation, we de�ne:tmatch : (STERMS � STERMS � BINDINGS )# BINDINGStmatch is responsible for matching two terms. It also relates two sets of bindings:one which represents the input bindings (the bindings before the match has beenperformed) and the output bindings (which contains the results of matching).We de�ne the matcher as:match : (RELN � RELN � BINDINGS )# BINDINGS8 r1; r2 : RELN ; b : BINDINGS �(9 bdgs : BINDINGS �(relsym(r1) = relsym(r2) ^tmatch(args(r1); args(r2); b; bdgs)) _(relsym(r1) 6= relsym(r2) ^dom bdgs =))The matcher relation match is de�ned only for objects of type RELN. All objectsof this type are positive|that is, they are un-negated. In the conditions of produc-tion rules, we need both positive and negative (negated) relations, so we de�ne the9



following type:ATOM ::= poshhRELN ii jneghhRELN iiATOM is the type from which we will construct rule conditions below. We de�netwo predicates over ATOM:negatedAtom : ATOM8 a : ATOM �(posa) = false(nega) = trueand: positiveAtom : ATOM8 a : ATOM �positiveAtom(a) � : negatedAtom(a)With ATOM de�ned, we can now give the speci�cation of the match relationfor objects of type ATOM. This relation will be the one that we use in specifyingthe match process for rule conditions.matchatom : (ATOM � RELN � BINDINGS )# BINDINGS8 a : ATOM ; r : RELN ; b1 : BINDINGS �(9 b2 : BINDINGS �(matchatom(pos(r1); r2; b1; b2) �match(r1; r2; b1; b2) ^ b1 = b2) _(matchatom(pos(r1); r2; b1; b2) �match(r1; r2; b1; b2) ^#dom b2 > #dom b1) _(matchatom(neg(r1); r2; b1; b1) �match(r1; r2; b1; )))It is the case that the output bindings can contain the same variable bindings asthe input bindings (�rst disjunct), or there may be additional bindings on output(second disjunct). The third disjunct represents the case in which the atom isnegated: in this case, the match is successful if and only if the match of the atom'srelation fails (represented by returning the empty bindings|see match above).It should be noted that matchatom matches an ATOM with a RELN. We assumethat all items in working memory (see below) contain objects of type RELN: in otherwords, we do not allow negated relations to appear in working memory (this is avariation on the so-called \closed-world" assumption).10



2.4 A ct io n sIn a production system, actions cause changes to the state of working memory. Webegin by de�ning the type for action:Act == fAdd ;Del ;Print ;Read ; : : :gWe do not give a complete list of possible actions. Objects of type Act are, in e�ect,action tags which tell the interpreter what to do. We de�ne the Action type andmake the last sentence clearer:Action == Act � RELNThe component of type Act is used to direct the interpreter: it is a kind of op-code.We de�ne two functions which access objects of type Action and return theircomponents:actofaction : Action" Act8 a : Action �actofaction(a) = �rst(a)and relofaction : Action " RELN8 a : Action �relofaction(a) = second(a)We can de�ne all the term accessing functions that we require by composingthe functions de�ned for RELN and ATOM with the two functions we have justde�ned. The de�nitions are simple and we omit them here.2.5 Work in g M em oryIn this section, we specify the working memory. This is the central database that ismaintained by the production system. All productions are matched against workingmemory during the normal execution cycle. If we add meta-level features, workingmemory remains the central database, although productions need not be entirelymatched against its contents.In order to specify working memory, we need to de�ne a type that will be of uselater: [RULEID ] 11



This type represents the set of identi�ers that the user can assign to rules in thesystem (identi�ers are assigned before the rules are added to the system).Working memory is composed of elements. Working memory elements are de-�ned by:WMElem == RELN � (RULEID � )Each working memory element contains the following components:1. a relation (object of type RELN) which represents the information that therules have stored in working memory;2. the identi�er of the rule which placed the element into working memory (thecomponent of type RULEID), and3. the time at which the element was added to working memory (its creationtime|this is the component of type ).Time in the production system is measured by counting the interpreter cycles: thetime tag in working memory elements is, therefore, the number of the cycle on whichthe element was created.We de�ne a number of functions for the manipulation of working memory ele-ments. mkwmemelement : RELN � RULEID �  " WMElem8 r : RELN ; rid : RULEID ; tm :  �mkwmemelement(r ; rid ; tm) = (r ; (rid ; tm))mkwmemelement is the function which creates an object of type WMElem from itscomponents.wmclause :WMElem" RELN8 w : WMElem �wmclause(w) = �rst(w)wmclause returns the relation stored in a working memory element.wmsysdata :WMElem" (RULEID � )8 w : WMElem �wmsysdata(w) = second(w)12



wmsysdata returns the information about the creation of an element. This informa-tion is placed in the working memory element by the system, hence the name of thefunction. This function is useful in its own right, and for de�ning the two followingfunctions.wmcreator : WMElem" RULEID8 w : WMElem �wmcreator(w) = �rst(wmsysdata(w))wmcreationtime :WMElem" 8 w : WMElem �wmcreationtime(w) = second(wmsysdata(w))We can now move on to the de�nition of operations over the working memory.We begin with the de�nition of the schema that represents working memory:WMEMelems : � WMElemWe assume that �WMEM and �WMEM are de�ned by convention.An initialized working memory contains no elements, so we have:InitWMEMWMEMelems =The next operation adds a working memory element to the working memory:AddWMEM�WMEMe? :WMElemelems 0 = elems [ fe?gWe also need an operation to remove an element from memory:DelWMEM�WMEMe? :WMElemelems 0 = elems n fe?g 13



The next three schemata access information contained in working memory.ElemsCreatedAt�WMEMtm? : els! : � WMElem8 wme :WMElem jwme 2 elems ^tm? = wmcreationtime(wme) �wme 2 els!The predicate is equivalent to:fwme :WMElem j wme 2 elems ^tm? = wmcreationtime(wme) �wmegElemsCreatedSince�WMEMtm? : els! : � WMElemels! =fwme :WMElem j wme 2 elems ^wmcreationtime(wme) � tm? �wmegElemsCreatedBy�WMEMcr? : RULEIDels! : � WMElem8 wme :WMElem jwme 2 elems ^cr? = wmcreator(wme) �wme 2 els!The predicate is equivalent to the set:fwme :WMElem j wme 2 elems ^cr? = wmcreator(wme) �wmeg 14



Finally, we have:ElemsCreatedByTime�WMEMtm? : els! : � WMElemels! =fwme :WMElem j wme 2 elems ^tm? � wmcreationtime(wme) �wmegNotice the relationship between this schema and ElemsCreatedSince. ElemsCreat-edByTime returns all those elements whose creation was before the speci�ed time;ElemsCreatedSince returns those elements that were created after the speci�ed time.We now de�ne a schema which represents the operation of creating a workingmemory element and then adding it to working memory. This operation is the onethat is executed by rules when they perform an Add operation.AddWMElem�WMEMr? : RELNrid? : RULEIDcrtm? : 9 e? :WMElem je? = mkwmelement(r?; rid?; crtm?) �AddWMEMNotice that we include AddWMEM and hide its e? variable by quanti�cation. Weemploy a similar trick in the de�nition of the deletion operation:DelWMElem�WMEMr? : RELNrid? : RULEIDcrtm? : 9 e? :WMElem je? = mkwmelement(r?; rid?; crtm?) �DelWMEM 15



2.6 R u le s an d P ro d u ct io n M em oryIn this section, we give the general speci�cation of the production rule type Rule.The type that we de�ne is general in the sense that object- and meta-rules have thesame form. Since we make a distinction between object- and meta-rules, we needto de�ne a type which will allow us to di�erentiate between them:RULETYPE == fOBJECT ;METAgWe make no distinction between meta-rules and meta-: : :-meta-rules: there is areason for this, as will become clear.We de�ne the Rule type as follows:Rule ==RULEID�(RULETYPE�((SituationFluent � RuleAction)whereSituationFluent == seqATOMis the type that de�nes the condition-part of a rule, and whereRuleAction == seqActionWe de�ne a number of obvious functions over Rule. We present the functionswithout comment.ruleid : Rule" RULEID8 r : Rule �ruleid(r) = �rst(r)ruletype : Rule" RULETYPE8 r : Rule �ruletype(r) = �rst(second(r))ruleconds : Rule" SituationFluent8 r : Rule �ruleconds(r) = �rst(second(second(r)))16



ruleactions : Rule" RuleActionruleactions(r) = second(second(second(r)))The following is a predicate: it is satis�ed by a rule that has the correct form.wellformedrule : Rule8 r : Rule �wellformedrule(r) �(ruleconds(r) 6=^ruleactions(r) 6= hi)We now specify the database in which production rules are stored: this databaseis called production memory. It should be noted that rules can only be added toproduction memory: they can never be deleted.Rulesallrules : � Ruleorules : � Rulemrules : � Rule8 r : Rule j r 2 allrules �wellformedrule(r))orules = fr : Rule j ruletype(r) = OBJECT � rgmrules = fr : Rule j ruletype(r) = META � rgorules \ mrules =orules [ mrules = allrulesWe can write the last part of the predicate as:horules;mrulesi partition allrulesallrules contains all of the rules in the system. The two partitions, orules andmrules contain the object- and meta-rules, respectively. Notice that orules andmrules must be disjoint (a rule cannot be an object-rule and a meta-rule simulta-neously). Also note that all the rules in the system must be well-formed.Production memory is easily initialized:17



InitRulesRulesallrules =orules =mrules =Again, we assume that the � and � schemata for Rules are de�ned by convention.We now de�ne the operation of adding a new rule to production memory:AddRule�Rulesr? : Rulewellformedrule(r?)allrules 0 = allrules [ fr?g(ruletype(r?) = OBJECT ^orules 0 = orules [ fr?g ^mrules 0 = mrules) _(ruletype(r?) =META ^orules 0 = orules ^mrules 0 = mrules [ fr?g )The next two schemata return all the rules of a given type.ORules�Rulesobj rules! : � Ruleobj rules! = orulesORules returns all the object-rules currently in the system.MRules�Rulesmeta rules! : � Rulemeta rules! = mrulesMRules returns all the meta-rules currently in the system.18



2.7 C on  ic t Se tThe conict set is a set of rule instances that are under consideration for execution.Conict set formation is the default behaviour for ele k t ra , and we give a speci-�cation in this section. To begin, we need to de�ne the type that will represent arule instance:RBIND == Rule � BINDINGThis tells us that a rule instance is just a rule together with a set of bindings. Sinceit is the bindings that make instances di�erent, we could have de�ned RBIND as apair whose �rst component is a rule identi�er: it makes no di�erence how the typeis speci�ed (although the way it has been done here does avoid the need to de�nean operation to retrieve a rule by name from production memory).We de�ne three functions to help in the speci�cation task. The interpretationof these functions should be clear from their de�nition, so we do not comment onthem. conictrule : RBIND" Rule8 rb : RBIND �conictrule(rb) = �rst(rb)conictbinding : RBIND " BINDING8 rb : RBIND �conictbinding(rb) = second(rb)mkconfsetelt : Rule � BINDING" RBIND8 r : Rule; b : BINDING �mkconfsetelt(r ; b) = (r ; b)We de�ne the conict set as the state space:ConictSetcrules : � RBINDTo initialize, the conict set is empty:InitConictSetConictSetcrules = 19



To add a rule instance to the conict set, we have:AddCS�ConictSetr? : Ruleb? : BINDINGcrules 0 = crules [ fmkconfsetelt(r?; b?)gTo delete an instance, we de�ne the schema:DelCS�ConictSetr? : Ruleb? : BINDINGcrules 0 = crules n fmkconfsetelt(r?; b?)gIn this schema, it is important that the bindings, b?, be supplied because it is thebindings that di�erentiate rule instances.The next two operation tests the conict set. It tests to see whether a particularrule is present.RuleInConfSet�ConictSetrid? : RULEID9 rb : RBIND j rb 2 crules �9 rl : Rule j rl = conictrule(rb) �rid? = ruleid(rl)The next schema represents the operation of obtaining all the rules currently inthe conict set. It returns the set of rule identi�ers. Note that the schema cannotbe used to determine how many instances of a particular rule are in the conict set.RulesInConfSet�ConictSetrids! : � RULEIDrids! = fr : Rule; rb : RBIND jrb 2 crules ^ r = conictrule(rb) �ruleid(rb)g 20



The following schema returns all the instances of a particular rule:ConictInstances�ConictSetrid? : RULEIDrbs! : � RBIND8 rb : RBIND j rb 2 crules �ruleid(conictrule(rb)) = rid?) rb 2 rbs!The next schema returns one instance of a rule from the conict set:ConictRule�ConictSetrid? : RULEIDrb! : RBIND9 rbnd : RBIND jrbnd 2 crules ^rid? = ruleid(conictrule(rbnd)) �rb! = rbWe next specify the match operation for production rules: this, in the defaultinterpreter, creates rule instances that are added to the conict set. We begin byde�ning a relation:matchwme : (ATOM � BINDINGS � WMElem)# BINDINGS8 a : ATOM ; inb : BINDING; w : WMElem; outb : BINDINGS �matchwme(a; inb;w ; outb) �matchatom(a;wmclause(w); inb; outb)This relation serves merely to interface the matcher to working memory.We now de�ne the function which matches rule conditions:21



matchconds : (SituationFluent � BINDINGS )# BINDINGS8 s : SituationFluent ; inbdg? : BINDINGS ; obdg! : BINDING �(s = hi ) inbdg? = obdg!) _(s = h � t )(9 w : WMElem jw 2 elems �9 b : BINDINGS �matchwme(head(h � t); inbdg?;w ; b) ^matchconds(tail(h � t); b;w ; obdg!)))Note that a condition (situation uent) with no conditions is assumed to be truein all circumstances|such a rule is always satis�ed nomatter what the contents ofworking memory.We de�ne the operation for matching rules as:MatchRule�WMEMr? : Ruleinbdg?; obdg! : BINDINGSmatchconds(ruleconds(r?); inbdgs?; obdg!)The MatchRule schema de�nes an operation that can be used more generallythan in the generation of a conict set. Indeed, we specify it as a separate schemaand de�ne a composite schema for matching and conict set generation. The reasonfor this is that we can make the latter operation very much more concise because wecan determine a priori the use to which it will be put: we cannot do this as easilyfor MatchRule. We now give the schema representing the operation of matching ruleconditions and placing rule instantiations in a (newly created) conict set:MatchRulesForConictSet�ConictSet�Rules�WMEM9 satis : � Rule j satis � allrules �(8 r : Rule j r 2 satis �(9 inbdg; outbdg : BINDINGS ; rb : RBIND jinbdg = initbdgs �matchconds(ruleconds(r); inbdg; outbdg) ^rb = mkconfsetelt(r ; outbdg) ^rb 2 crules 0)) 22



where initbdgs : BINDINGSinitbdgs =initializes the bindings for an entire rule|it represents the empty bindings. Notethat in the schema, a new set of bindings is created for each rule: bindings are notcarried over between rules. Also note that we have de�ned the schema in termsof a set of rules called satis: this is a subset of allrules, so opens the way for thepossibility that meta-rules might be directly satis�ed by working memory contents.Indeed, we do not even bother to check that we only have object-rules in the conictset: that is, we are not imposing the condition that only object-rules can be satis�edby working memory contents. This might be the case in some systems, but we aretrying to be as general as possible. Meta-rules which deal only with object-ruleswill not be matched by the above process, it should be noted: below, we will showhow to activate meta-rules.We can now de�ne a composite schema which speci�es the basic matching oper-ation:BMatchRules b=InitConictSet ^ MatchRulesForConictSetThe de�nition of BMatchRules ensures that a fresh conict set will be created eachtime the matcher is called: this is exactly as we require if we are going to implementa conventional production system. We will need to over-ride this schema in somecases when meta-rules are employed in their full generality.The next operation we need is one to select a rule instance for �ring. Thespeci�cation that we give is very loose: it depends upon a function choose which wedo not specify further. The type of choose is:choose : � RBIND" RBINDNote that we de�ne choose as a total function because the possibility that the conictset is empty can be detected elsewhere: this simpli�es matters considerably. Theselection operation is speci�ed by:SelectConictSet�ConictSetrb! : RBINDrb! = choose(crules) 23



This operation returns only one rule instance; if we wanted to return a set of in-stances (as is done, for example, in soa r (REFS)), we need to de�ne another selec-tion operation:SelectFiringSet�ConictSetrbs! : � RBINDrbs! = choose set(crules)where: choose set : � RBIND " � RBINDWe need to ensure, of course, that:rbs! � crules(this can be done by proving a theorem about choose set).By a simple recon�guration, we can change the default behaviour of the inter-preter so that it uses one or other of these two rule-selection schemata.2.8 A ct io n Ex ecu t ionWe now move on to action execution. The execution of actions is what actuallychanges working memory contents. Every rule that is �red has its actions executed.We begin by de�ning the schema which de�nes how single actions are executed,then we de�ne the schema which represents the execution of the entire action-partof a rule. The reader should note that we have to produce a loose speci�cation foraction execution because we have not stated all the actions that are possible (forexample, a read action).
24



ExecuteAction�WMEMrid? : RULEIDtm? : bdgs? : BINDINGSact? : Action9 rl ; rli : RELN ; wme :WMElem; atyp : Act jrl = relofaction(act?) ^instantiaterel(rl ; bdgs?) ^wme = mkwmelement(rli ; rid?; tm?) ^atyp = actofaction(a?) �(atyp = Add ^ AddWMEM ) _(atyp = Del ^ DelWMEM )_ : : :We have indicated where the other actions are performed by : : :: this is an incompletespeci�cation, it must be stressed.Next, we de�ne the ExecuteActions schema. This represents the execution of allactions in an action-part:ExecuteActions�WMEMrb? : RBIND9 r : Rule; rid? : RULEID ; a : RuleAction; b : BINDINGS �r = conictrule(rb?) ^b = conictbinding(rb?) ^a = ruleactions(r) ^(8 act : Action; i : 1 : :#a jact = a(i) �ExecuteAction)Although we needed not to, we have explicitly included � WMEM in the signatureof this schema just so that it would not look odd: the reason it need not be includedis that ExecuteAction supplies it. Note that the time variable tm? is free in thisschema|it is bound externally in the main loop.We can de�ne the basic match-deliberate-act cycle (the default cycle) as:MatchDecideAct b=BMatchRules ^ SelectConictSet ^ ExecuteActions25



2.9 T h e D e fau lt Cy c leIn this section, we link everything together and de�ne the basic (default) cycle forthe interpreter. The reader should note that the existence of meta-rules can alterthe basic cycle: we explain how below.The �rst thing we need to do to de�ne the cycle is to give the interpreter somenotion of time. We do this by providing a counter to record the number of thecurrent interpreter cycle.Cycletime : The � and � forms are de�ned as by convention.To initialize the counter, we start time for the interpreter: time starts at zero.InitCycleCycletime = 0On every cycle, the counter is incremented:NextCycle�Cycletime 0 = time + 1The creation of working memory elements requires that the time be known:ThisCycle�Cycletm! : tm! = timeNow we can de�ne the basic cycle body:BCycle b= MatchDecideAct ^ NextCycleThis schema is used in the de�nition of the default cycle. Note that we need toaccess the value of time inside MatchDecideAct|we do this when we de�ne thedefault interpreter cycle. 26



The next thing to do is to provide a termination mechanism. This is done usinga ag which can be set by productions (or by an external agent|for example, aclock). TerminateFstop : ftrue; falsegInitially, the termination ag is false:InitTerminateFTerminateFstop = falseIt is necessary to set the ag:MkTerminate�TerminateFwherestop = trueand to be able to determine when it is set (inspect it, in other words):Terminate�TerminateFstop(Note that we use the variable stop as the entire predicate: the reasons for thisshould be clear.)Finally, we de�ne the default cycle:DefaultCycle b=8 tm? : ; Cycle jtm? = time ^ : Terminate �BCycleAs promised, we have made the current time available to the schemata withinin theBCycle composite. Note that ThisCycle is not redundant: meta-rules can access itwhenever required. What is the case, however, is that ThisCycle is not needed inthe de�nition of the default cycle.With this de�nition, we have completed the main part of the interpreter spec-i�cation. We need to do a little initialization, and then we will have a classicalproduction system. 27



2.10 In it ia l iza t io nIn this section, we will be concerned with the initialization of the system. Thisinvolves loading the rules into production memory, selecting the conict resolutionstrategy and setting the system running.We being with the operation to load a set of rules. The rules come from someexternal store (say �le) and are loaded in one chunk:LoadRules�Rulesrs? : � Rule8 r? : Rule j r? 2 rs? �AddRuleNote three things:1. The rules that are loaded are automatically partitioned into meta- and object-rules (see the de�nition of AddRule).2. Rules should already have been initialized.3. The input variable r? in AddRule is bound by the quanti�er in the predicateof LoadRules.Next, we select the conict resolution strategy. To do this, we need to tell thesystem to use a strategy, and then which one to use. The �rst instruction is necessarywhen we add meta-level structures to the system. We therefore de�ne:UseCS ::= use j nouseUseCS is employed to tell the system whether it should use a conict resolutionstrategy. For the object-system (the one we are de�ning here), the value in UseCSthat we give to the interpreter will always be use.Next, we need a type to represent the strategy that will actually be used. Forthe sake of simplicity, we will allow the system to use a strategy that yields one rule,and another strategy that will yield a set of rules. If the aim were to construct asystem that seriously used conict resolution, we would need to include instructionsto the e�ect that speci�city or refractoriness, etc., was to be used. We give thede�nition of the type:ConictResult ::= none j single j set28



and note that instead of single and set, we would have the names of the strategiesthat we wanted to make available. The intention here is to give enough of theobject-system to make the meta-level work, so we ignore the existence of otherstrategies.We need to de�ne two variables and operations over them. These variables recordthe conict strategy in use and the fact that conict sets are being constructed.CSUsecsmanip : UseCSThe CSUse schema is used to tell the system to construct conict sets. It is initial-ized as follows:InitCSUseCSUsecsmanip = useThe initialization schema de�nes the default behaviour for the interpreter: the de-fault is to construct a conict set on every interpreter cycle.We now de�ne a schema to represent the operation of setting the use ag:SetCSUse�CSUseu? : UseCScsmanip = u?and we de�ne a schema to test the contents of the variable:CSInUse�CSUsecsmanip = useThe CSInUse schema is used to determine whether to construct a conict set: it isa ag, in other words.Next, we de�ne the schemata which determine which conict resolution strategyto use. The state schema is called CSSelect:CSSelectcres : ConictResult 29



InitCSSelectCSSelectcres = singleThe default behaviour for the interpreter is to execute one rule per cycle, so theconict resolution strategy should return one rule.The strategy can be set using the following operation:SetCSSelect�CSSelects? : ConictResultcres = s?Next, we de�ne three predicates which determine what the conict resolutionmodule is to do. The aim is that, if the selected strategy is none, that conictresolution should be skipped entirely.SelectSingle�CSSelectcres = singleSelectSet�CSSelectcres = setNoCSSelection�CSSelectcres = noneTo make all of this work, we need to de�ne a schema that will execute a set ofrules. We de�ne it thus:ExecuteActionSet�WMEMrbs? : � RBIND8 rb : RBIND j rb 2 rbs? �ExecuteActions 30



We can now de�ne a schema to handle the complete conict resolution structurethat we have just set up. The schema, called ConictResolution, checks both useand strategy ags, initializes the conict set, performs rule matching, applies theselection (conict resolution) strategy and executes the rules that the strategy hasproduced. Alternatively, there is no conict resolution in use, so the schema doesnothing.ConictResolution b=: CSInUse _(CSInUse ^(BMatchRules ^(SelectSingle ^SelectConictSet ^ExecuteActions) _(SelectSet ^SelectFiringSet ^ExecuteActionSet) _NoCSSelection))Now we are in a position to de�ne the fundamental cycle that is executed at theobject-level. This cycle can be overridden by meta-level activity, as will be seen.For an object-level only system, the cycle is de�nitive:OCycle b=8 tm? : ; Cycle j tm? = time ^ : Terminate �ConictResolution ^NextCycleWe need now to de�ne the initialization sequence for the interpreter and to sayhow it is started.InitSys b=InitWMEM ^ InitRules ^ InitCycle ^InitTerminateF ^ InitCSUse ^ InitCSSelectNext, we de�ne the schema for adding the very �rst working memory element:this will enable the �rst production to be matched and the main cycle to go intoaction. 31



FirstWMElemr? : RELNrid ! : RULEIDcrtm! : rid ! = systemcrtm! = 0The value system indicates that the element was created by the interpreter. We willuse this variable again, below.We now de�ne:AddInitWMElem b= FirstWMElem ^ AddWMElemNow we can de�ne the schema which represents the setting of the conictresolution-related variables and the creation of the initializing working memory el-ement:StartSys b=SetCSUse ^ SetCSSelect ^AddInitWMElemFinally, to get the basic production system in its entirety, we compose a numberof schemata and de�ne them to be the object-level system:ObjectPSystem b=InitSys ^ StartSys ^ OCyleThe de�nition of this schema completes the �nal version of the object-level pro-duction system. In the next part, we will extend this speci�cation to include ameta-level in addition to the object-level we have de�ned above.
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Chap te r 3M eta -L eve l in Z3.1 In tro d u c t ionIn this part, we add those operations that are required to augment the object-levelsystem we speci�ed above to include a meta-level. Many of the operations deal withthe analysis of rules and addition of working memory elements: this can be seen asa kind of rule-compiler speci�cation.3.2 R u le A n a ly s isIn this section, we present the speci�cation of the component of the meta-level thatanalyses rules and generates assertions in working memory from them. This sectionrelies heavily upon the speci�cation of term and relation structure that we presentedabove.The idea is that the structure of each rule (object and meta) in the system beexpressed in terms of assertions in working memory as well as rules in productionmemory. Thus, as each rule is entered into production memory, it is analysed andassertions are generated. This reduces the amount of search required by meta-rulesat runtime. In order to make this work, we need some function de�nitions.The �rst function we de�ne constructs a relation from a relation symbol and asequence of terms:mkreln : REL � STERMS " RELN8 r : REL; t : STERMS �mkreln(r ; t) = (r ; t)We also need to extract the relation from an atom:33



atomrel : ATOM " RELN8 a : ATOM �atomrel(pos(r)) = ratomrel(neg(r)) = rWe use this function in creating relations that will be added to working memory bythe analyser.The next function we de�ne returns the action tags from the action-part of arule: actionacts : Action " � Act8 a : Action �actionacts(a) = fi : 1 : :#a � actofaction(a(i))gWe need this function in determining which actions are performed by a rule. Asimilar process is required for conditions: in this case, it is necessary to extract allthe relation symbols so that a record can be kept of which rule mentions whichrelation symbol. Before de�ning this function, we de�ne a pair of functions whichmap conditions and actions onto sequences which contain their component relations.actionrelseq : Action " seqRELN8 a : Action; i : 1 : :#a �actionrelseq(a)(i) = relofaction(a(i))condrelseq : SituationFluent " seqRELN8 sf : SituationFluent ; i : 1 : :#sf �condrelseq(sf )(i) = atomrel(sf (i))To obtain the relation symbols that appear in the condition part of a rule, weapply the following function:condrelations : SituationFluent " seqREL8 sf : SituationFluent ; i : 1 : :#sf �condrelations(sf )(i) = relsym(condrelseq(sf )(i))Similarly, for actions, we want to extract the relation symbols that are mentionedby the individual actions: 34



actionrelations : Action " seqREL8 a : Action; i : 1 : :#a �actionrelations(a)(i) = relsym(actionrelseq(a)(i))We can now de�ne the functions which extract constants, function symbols andsubterms from sequences of objects of type RELN. These functions are used in theprocessing of both conditions and actions. It should be remembered that not allrelations in a condition (or action) can be assumed to have a non-zero arity (somemight be proposition symbols, in other words). This complicates the de�nitionsslightly. relseqconsts : seqRELN " seq( � REL � CONSTS )8 rs : seqRELN ; i : 1 : :#rs jarity(rs(i)) > 0 �relseqconsts(rs)(i) = (i ; relsym(rs(i)); relconsts(rs(i)))Note that a record is kept of where the relation appears in the sequence: this enablesadditional information to be recorded: it also assists in the de�nition of the function.We de�ne similar functions for function symbols and subterms:relseqfuncts : seqRELN " seq( � REL � FUNS )8 rs : seqRELN ; i : 1 : :#rs jarity(rs(i)) > 0 �relseqfuncts(rs)(i) = (i ; relsym(rs(i)); relfuncts(rs(i)))relseqterms : seqRELN " seq( � REL � TERMS )8 rs : seqRELN ; i : 1 : :#rs jarity(rs(i)) > 0 �relseqterms(rs)(i) = (i ; relsym(rs(i)); relterms(rs(i)))With these de�nitions behind us, we can de�ne the functions that operate onconditions and actions: these functions are no more than compositions, but we writethem out in full for clarity.condconsts : SituationFluent " seq( � REL � CONSTS )8 sf : SituationFluent �condconsts(sf ) = relseqconsts(condrelseq(sf ))35



condfuncts : SituationFluent " seq( � REL � FUNS )8 sf : SituationFluent �condfuncts(sf ) = relseqfuncts(condrelseq(sf ))condterms : SituationFluent " seq( � REL � TERMS )8 sf : SituationFluent �condterms(sf ) = relseqterms(condrelseq(sf ))For actions, we have the following, again observing that not all relations men-tioned by actions will have a non-zero arity:actionconsts : Action " seq( � CONSTS )8 a : Action; i : 1 : :#a jarity(relofaction(a(i))) > 0 �actionconsts(a)(i) = (i ; relconsts(relofaction(a(i))))actionfuncts : Action" seq( � FUNS )8 a : Action; i : 1 : :#a jarity(relofaction(a(i))) > 0 �actionfuncts(a)(i) = (i ; relfuncts(relofaction(a(i))))actionterms : Action" seq( � TERMS )8 a : Action; i : 1 : :#a jarity(relofaction(a(i))) > 0 �actionterms(a)(i) = (i ; relterms(relofaction(a(i))))Using these functions, we can specify the analysis schemata. The reason indiceswere recorded in the results of the above functions is that we want to record theposition of each set of constants, functors and terms in the condition or action:this makes it possible to refer to a particular set. This would not be possible if weomitted the indices because there may be more than one instance of a relation in acondition, and, in any case, position is the only way to refer to an action in an action-part (because the same action tag may appear more than once, and because thesame relation may be present in di�erent instantiations). To de�ne the schemata,it is useful to de�ne some more functions which will create the relations that wewant to assert in working memory. These relation-creating functions assemble all36



the relevant data and package it so that the schema need only deal with completeworking memory elements.mkcondmenrel : RULEID � REL" WMElem8 r : RULEID ; rl : REL �mkcondmenrel(r ; rl) =mkreln(rule condition mentions relation;hrl i)mkcondmenconstant : RULEID � CONST " WMElem8 r : RULEID ; c : CONST �mkcondmenconstant(r ; c) =mkreln(rule condition mentions constant ;hci)mkcondmenfunsym : RULEID � FUN " WMElem8 r : RULEID ; f : FUN �mkcondmenfunsym(r ; f ) =mkreln(condition mentions functionsym; hr ; f i)mkcondmenconst : RULEID �  � REL � CONSTS"WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; r : REL; c : CONSTS �mkcondmenconst(rn; i ; r ; c) =mkreln(condition mentions constants; hrn; i ; r ; ci)mkcondmenfun : RULEID �  � REL � FUNS"WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; r : REL; f : FUNS �mkcondmenfun(rn; i ; r ; f ) =mkreln(condition mentions functors; hrn; i ; r ; f i)mkcondmenterms : RULEID �  � REL � TERMS"WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; r : REL; t : TERMS �mkcondmenterms(rn; i ; r ; t) =mkreln(condition mentions terms; hrn; i ; r ; t i)37



We de�ne similar functions for actions.actionmentionsrel : RULEID � REL" WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; r : REL �actionmentionsrel(rn; r) =mkreln(rule action mentions rel ; hrn; r i)actionmentionsconst : RULEID � CONST " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; c : CONST �actionmentionsconst(rn; c) =mkreln(rule action mentions const ; hrn; ci)actionmentionsfunsym : RULEID � FUN " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; f : FUN �actionmentinsfunsym(rn; f ) =mkreln(rule action mentions funsym; hrn; f i)actmensrel : RULEID �  � REL" WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; r : REL �acmensrel(rn; i ; r) =mkreln(action mentions relation; hrn; i ; r i)actmensconsts : RULEID �  � CONSTS " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; c : CONSTS �actmensconsts(rn; i ; c) =mkreln(action mentions constants; hrn; i ; ci)actmensfuns : RULEID �  � FUNS " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; f : FUNS �actmensfuns(rn; i ; f ) =mkreln(action mentions constants; hrn; i ; f i)actmensterms : RULEID �  � TERMS " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; t : TERMS �actmensterms(rn; i ; t) =mkreln(action mentions terms; hrn; i ; t i)38



To use some of these functions, we need to extract sets of constants and functionsymbols from sequences of relations. We do this using the following functions:constsetinrseq : seqRELN " CONSTS8 rs : seqRELN ; i : 1 : :#rs j arity(rs(i)) > 0 �constsinrseq(rs) = Sfi : 1 : :#rs � relconsts(rs(i))gfunsymsinrseq : seqRELN " FUNS8 rs : seqRELN ; i : 1 : :#rs j arity(rs(i)) > 0 �funsumsinrseq(rs) = Sfi : 1 : :#rs � relfuncts(rs(i))gThe �rst schema we de�ne is AssertRuleConstants:
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AssertRuleConsts�WMEMr? : Rulecnd : SituationFluentact : Actionrid : RULEIDcndconsts : seq(REL �  � CONSTS )actconsts : seq( � CONSTS )cconsts; aconsts : CONSTSrid = ruleid(r?)cnd = ruleconds(r?)act = ruleactions(r?)cndconsts = condconsts(cnd)actconsts = actionconsts(act)cconsts = constsetinrseq(condrelseq(cnd))aconsts = constsetinrseq(actionrelseq(act))8 i : 1 : :#cndconsts �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenconst(rid ; cndconsts(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#actconsts �(9 e : WMElem je = actmensconsts(rid ; actconsts(i)) �AddWMEM )8 c : CONST j c 2 cconsts �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenconstant(rid ; c) �AddWMEM ))8 c : CONST j c 2 aconsts �(9 e : WMElem je = actionmentionsconst(rid ; c) �AddWMEM )With a little judicious hiding, we have the schema we need (we perform thehiding as an explicit operation in order to avoid writing quanti�ers at the top-levelof the AssertRuleConsts schema's predicate):RuleConstants b=AssertRuleConstsn (cnd ; act ; rid ; cndconsts;actconsts; cconsts; aconsts)40



The next schema the we de�ne speci�es the operation of extracting the relationsymbols from a rule and adding them to working memory.RuleRels�WMEMr? : Rulecondrels; actrels : seqRELrid : RULEIDrid = ruleid(r?)condrels = condrelations(ruleconds(r?))actrels = actionrelatons(ruleactions(r?))8 i : 1 : :#condrels �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenrel(rid ; condrels(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#actrels �(9 er : WMElem jer = actionmentionsrel(rid ; actrels(ii)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#actrels �(9 erw :WMElem jrrw = actmensrel(rid ; i ; actrels(i)) �AddWMEM )We engage in some hiding to derive the �nal schema:RuleRelations b= RuleRels n (condrels; actrels; rid)To process the function symbols in a rule, we use the following schema:
41



RuleFuns�WMEMr? : Rulecondfns : seq( � REL � FUNS )actfns : seq( � FUNS )allcondfns; allactfns : FUNSrid : RULEIDrid = ruleid(r?)condfns = condfuncts(ruleconds(r?))actfns = actionfuncts(ruleactions(r?))allcondfns = funsymsinrseq(condrelseq(ruleconds(r?)))allactfns = funsymsinrseq(actionrelseq(ruleactions(r?)))8 i : 1 : :#allcondfns �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenfunsym(rid ; condfns(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#allactfns �(9 e : WMElem je = actionmentionsfunsym(rid ; allactfns(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#condfns �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenfun(rid ; actfns(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#actfns �(9 e : WMElem je = actmensfuns(rid ; actfns(i)) �AddWMEM )To obtain the interface, we again do some hiding:RuleFunctors b=RuleFuns n (condfns; actfns; allcondfns; allactfns ; rid)We engage in similar operations for terms:42



RuleTrms�WMEMr? : Rulerid : RULEIDctrms : seq( � REL � TERMS )atrms : seq( � TERMS )rid = ruleid(r?)ctrms = condterms(ruleconds(r?))atrms = actionterms(ruleactions(r?))8 i : 1 : :#ctrms �(9 e : WMElem je = mkcondmenterms(rid ; ctrms(i)) �AddWMEM )8 i : 1 : :#atrms �(9 e : WMElem je = actmensterms(rid ; atrms(i)) �AddWMEM )RuleTerms b= RuleTerms n (rid ; ctrms; atrms)To complete the processing of rules, we want to assert the rule type, the condi-tions and the actions, as well as the individual acts that are performed. We de�nethe obvious schemata to do this. With each schema, we will de�ne a function tocreate the working memory element.We begin with rule types.mkruletypeelem : RULEID � RULETYPE " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; rt : RULETYPE �mkruletypeelem(rn; rt) =mkreln(rule type; hrn; rt i)RuleType�WMEMr? : Rule9 rid : RULEID ; e : WMElem jrid = ruleid(r?) ^e = mkruletypeelem(rid ; ruletype(r?)) �AddWMEM 43



mkruleconds : RULEID � SituationFluent " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; sf : SituationFluent �mkruleconds(rn; sf ) =mkreln(rule conditions; hrn; sf i)mkcondelem : RULEID �  � ATOM " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; a : ATOM �mkcondelem(rn; i ; a) =mkreln(rule condition; hrn; i ; ai)RuleConditionsr? : Rule9 sf : SituationFluent ; rid : RULEID jsf = ruleconds(r?) ^rid = ruleid(r?) �(9 e : WMElem je = mkruleconds(rid ; sf ) �AddWMEM ) ^ (8 i : 1 : :#sf ; a : ATOM ja = sf (i) �(9 e :WMElem je = mkcondelem(rid ; i ; a) �AddWMEM ))mkruleacts : RULEID � RuleAction " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; a : RuleAction �mkruleconds(rn; a) =mkreln(rule actions; hrn; ai)mkactelem : RULEID �  � Action " WMElem8 rn : RULEID ; i : ; a : Action �mkcondelem(rn; i ; a) =mkreln(rule action; hrn; i ; ai)44



RuleActionsr? : Rule9 acts : RuleAction; rid : RULEID jsf = ruleactions(r?) ^rid = ruleid(r?) �(9 e : WMElem je = mkruleacts(rid ; acts) �AddWMEM ) ^ (8 i : 1 : :#sf ; a : Action ja = acts(i) �(9 e :WMElem je = mkactelem(rid ; i ; a) �AddWMEM ))We collect all of the above schema to de�ne a new operation:AnalyzeRule b=RuleConstants ^RuleFunctors ^RuleTerms ^RuleRelations ^RuleConditions ^ RuleActions ^RuleTypeTo process the contents of rules and place them in working memory, we need thefollowing schema:ProcessRuleComponentsrs? : � Rule8 r : Rule j r 2 rs? �AnalyzeRuleWe have now de�ned the schemata that analyse all the rules in a given ruleset.This completes the de�nition of the rule analyzer component of ele k t ra .3.3 O p e ra t io n s and B in d in g sIn this section, we will be concerned with providing a number of operations thatturn out to be useful for systems that use meta-rules. Some of the operations we45



de�ne in outline only, because it is the case that there are so many operations thata complete account would rapidly become tedious (in addition, we do not pretendto know them all).We begin with a simple operation: it retrieves a rule by name. To make theoperation robust, we �rst de�ne a schema which is true whenever there is a rule inproduction memory with a given name. To make best use of this schema, we mustassume that rules have unique names.KnownRule�Rulesrid? : RULEID9 r : Rule j r 2 allrules �rid? = ruleid(r)The retrieval operation is simple:FindRuleByName�Rulesrid? : RULEIDr ! : Rule9 r : Rule j r 2 allrules �ruleid(r) = rid? ^ r ! = rWe now de�ne the GetRule schema as:GetRule b=(KnownRule ^ FindRuleByName) _ : KnownRuleWe can extend the test schema idea and de�ne two schemata (these can be usedfrom within rules):KnownObjectRule�Rulesrid? : RULEID9 r : Rule j r 2 orules �rid? = ruleid(r)and 46



KnownMetaRule�Rulesrid? : RULEID9 r : Rule j r 2 mrules �rid? = ruleid(r)The next major task that faces us is to account for user-de�ned relations andactions. These are needed to interface user-de�ned code to the production system.This turns out to be a fairly tricky operation to provide: in particular, it requiresthat the relation or action be known to the system and that there be code to interpretit. In addition, the arguments to the user-de�ne relation or action must be checked,and this involves manipulating variables. We will explain the last problem in moredetail below. To begin with, we will de�ne the two sets of tables that are needed tosupport the inclusion of user-de�ned code.We being with the de�nition of a table that tells the system whether a relationis known to it: the idea is that if a relation is in the table, it is a user-de�ned oneand is, therefore, to be interpreted.ExecRelser : � RELThe table is represented as a set of relation symbols. If a relation symbol is in theset, it is assumed to be user-de�ned, and therefore executable.The initialization schema is obvious:InitExecRelsExecRelser =The table has to be set up at some stage, so we de�ne:SetExecRels�ExecRelsrels? : � RELer 0 = rels?Sometimes, a new user-de�ned (executable) relation will be added during a runof the system, so we de�ne: 47



AddExecRel�ExecRelsrel? : RELer 0 = er [ frel?gFinally, we de�ne the test on ExecRels:ExecutableRelation�ExecRelsrel? : RELrel? 2 erThe schemata for user-de�ned actions are directly analogous: we give themwithout comment.ExecActsea : � ActInitExecActsExecActsea =SetExecActs�ExecActsacts? : � Actea 0 = acts?AddExecAct�ExecActsact? : Actea 0 = ea [ fact?g 48



ExecutableAct�ExecActsact? : Actact? 2 eaNext, we de�ne a set of functions and relations over bindings. We introducedbindings in the �rst part of this paper in order to account for the matching process:here, we need to extend the operations that are available to us. The reasons forthis will become clearer when we give a fuller account of user-de�ned conditions andactions.We begin with a predicate: the predicate is true if and only if a variable (its �rstargument) is bound in a set of bindings (its second argument):bound : VAR# BINDINGS8 v : VAR; b : BINDINGS �v 2 dom bvarval returns the value to which a variable is bound: the precondition on thisfunction is that the variable is actually bound.varval : VAR � BINDINGS " VAL8 v : VAR; b : BINDINGS �varval(v ; b) = b(a)The addbinding function adds a variable and a value to a set of bindings. Theprecondition is that the variable is not already bound:addbinding : VAR � VAL � BINDINGS " BINDINGS8 var : VAR; vl : VAL; b : BINDINGS �addbinding(var ; vl ; b) = b [ fvar 7! vlgThe �nal function is rebind. This function rebinds a variable in a set of bindings:that is, it replaces the value to which the variable is bound. Clearly, the variablemust previously have been bound.rebind : VAR � VAL � BINDINGS " BINDINGS8 var : VAR; vl : VAL; b : BINDINGS �rebind(var ; vl ; b) = b � fvar 7! vlg49



Now, in order to execute a relation or action, it is necessary to check that therelation or action is actually known to be executable. Then matters di�er: foractions, it is simply a matter of applying the procedure which implements the actionto its argument or arguments. In the case of relations, each argument must bechecked to see whether it is a variable, constant or function. In the case of functions,a checkmust be made of its arguments, and so on recursively. In the case of variables,it is necessary to check whether a variable is bound or not in the current binding set.This becomes important when relations are implemented as procedures. Typically,constraints are imposed on the variables that appear in executable relations: forexample, all but the rightmost must be bound prior to call. For example, imaginethat we have an executable relation set union to represent the operation of unitingtwo sets. We can write this as:set union(s1; s2; s3)We can insist that s1 and s2 be bound so that no search is made (after all, we arenot specifying Prolog). The third argument can be bound or not: if it is unbound,it represents the result of the union|this can be written as:set union(s1; s2; s1 [ s2)If s3 is bound, it represents a set, and the object of calling set union is to checkthat the union of s1 and s2 is the same as s3|that is:s3 = s1 [ s2Since we are de�ning the executable relations, we are at liberty to place such inter-pretations upon them. It clearly becomes necessary to check variables.In what follows, we will be building up to the de�nition of schemata for inter-preting relations and actions. We will concentrate on relations because they areharder. As has been stated above, we cannot give a full speci�cation because theuser may want to add new relations: what we will give is a skeleton, together witha list of conditions on executable relations. This speci�cation will, naturally, be interms of some example relations. The relations that we will de�ne will be:� set union and intersection;� condition element and situation uent testing.Set operations are very important at the meta-level, and the meta-level also needsto be able to test the conditions in object-rules.First, we need a schema to check the relation symbol to see whether it is exe-cutable. The schema that we give below builds on ExecutableRelation by extractingthe relation symbol from the atom and then testing it:50



ExecConda? : ATOM9 r : REL jr = relsym(atomrel(a?)) �ExecutableRelationThe next schema extracts the relation symbol and its argument: all of the argu-ments are extracted, and no attention is paid to the arity of the relation|that ishandled by the primitive code which executes the relation.ExecRelAndArgsa? : ATOMrel ! : RELrargs! : STERMSrel ! = relsym(atomrel(a?))rargs! = args(atomrel(a?))We have to take into account the fact that a condition element may be negated:we will give the account of this in each schema, and will pass the original atom tothe schema in order to make the test.The next thing we shall do is give examples of operation schemata that implementexecutable relations. We being with the SetUnion schema. We will de�ne all theschemata and will assume that the temporary variable t is hidden at some laterstage.
51



SetUnOpa? : ATOMb? : BINDINGSres! : BINDINGSrargs? : STERMSt : VALbound(rargs?(1); b?)bound(rargs?(2); b?)t = varval(rargs?(1))[varval(rargs?(2))(bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^(bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^(t = varval(rargs?(3); b?) ^ res! = b?) _t 6= varval(rargs?(3); b?) ^ res! = emptybindings))_ (: bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^res! = addbinding(rargs?(3); t ; b?))where emptybindings : BINDINGSemptybindings =In SetUnOp, the variable t must be hidden when we come to de�ne the interface:this is to ensure that the local state remains hidden and that no external operationscan rely upon it. In addition, the negation of a? is handled by checking the resultbindings (res!): if they are not empty, they are made empty so that the negativeresult is propagated outwards. In the case in which res! is empty, we want to signalfailure by returning the original bindings (this represents the negation of a negativeresult). We handle negations by de�ning a schema below.The schema for set di�erence is similar to SetUnOp:
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SetDi�Opa? : ATOMb? : BINDINGSres! : BINDINGSrargs? : STERMSt : VALbound(rargs?(1); b?)bound(rargs?(2); b?)t = varval(rargs?(1))nvarval(rargs?(2))(bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^(bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^ (t = varval(rargs?(3); b?)^ res! = b?) _t 6= varval(rargs?(3); b?)^ res! = emptybindings))_ (: bound(rargs?(3); b?) ^res! = addbinding(rargs?(3); t ; b?))NegateExecConda? : ATOMb? : BINDINGSres! : BINDINGSnegatedAtom(a?) ^ res! 6= emptybindings) res! = emptybindings _negatedAtom(a?) ^ res! = emptybindings) res! = b?We conjoin and hide to obtain the interface schema:SetDi�erence b=SetDi�Op n (t) ^ NegateExecCondWe use a similar technique to de�ne SetUnion:SetUnion b=SetUnOp n (t) ^ NegateExecCondThe reader might think that, because the two schemata are so similar, that itmight be possible to separate the predicate into a number of relations: the problem53



comes when checking the arguments to see whether they are bound|we cannotknow in advance what the arity of the relation is going to be. We have thereforeplayed safe and have de�ned the complete operation in one schema.The next schema that we de�ne is the one which matches the condition part ofa rule (an object rule, by default).:MatchConditionElementsOp�Rulesb? : BINDINGSres! : BINDINGSrargs? : RULEID9 inbdg; obdg : BINDINGS ; r : Rule jinbdg = b? ^ res! = obdg ^r 2 allrules ^ ruleid(r) = varval(rargs?(1)) �MatchRuleWith the operation to match a rule, we need explicitly to search working memory:if we had de�ned the object-system matcher a little di�erently, this would not havebeen needed. However, since we only need to de�ne this operation once, it appearsnot to matter all that much.MatchConditionElementOpb? : BINDINGSres! : BINDINGSrargs? : STERMSbound(rargs?(1); b?)9 w : WMElem jw 2 elems �matchwme(varval(rargs?(1)); b?;w ; res!)For these last two schemata, we have no hiding to perform, so we can de�ne theinterface directly in terms of the operation and the negation-handling schema:MatchConditionElements b=MatchConditionElementsOp^ NegateExecCondMatchConditionElement b=MatchConditionElementOp^ NegateExecCond 54



We are now in a position to de�ne the outline schema for the dispatcher: thisschema represents the operation which examines the relation symbol and then de-cides which operation to perform:DispatchCondsb? : BINDINGSa? : ATOMrel? : RELrargs? : STERMSres! : BINDINGS(rel? = setunion ^ SetUnion) _(rel? = setdi�erence ^ SetDi�erence) _(rel? = matchcond ^ MatchConditionElement) _(rel? = matchconds ^ MatchConditionElements) _: : :We cannot complete the de�nition of this schema because we need many moreoperations. The schema has as inputs all the variables that are required by theoperation schemata (including the atom so that the negation test can be performed).Its output is res!.We can now collect all of the schemata for executing user-de�ned relations andde�ne a schema to represent the operation.ExecuteCondition b=ExecCond ^ ExecRelAndArgs ^DispatchCondsWe need to de�ne a schema to represent the new operation of executing a con-dition element as well as matching it against working memory: we leave this asan exercise (it is relatively simple|it involves rede�ning the matcher given in the�rst part and introducing a disjunction). We will call this schemaMatchOrExecute-Conds.The schemata to execute user-de�ne actions are similar to those above, so we donot extend this report by their inclusion. Once the above has been understood, thede�nition of action schemata should be relatively easy.3.4 Exe cu t io nThe last task we need to perform is that of de�ning the way in which the enrichedproduction interpreter executes the rules that it contains. We can rely to a certain55



extent upon the operations that we de�ned in part one. What we need to do is toextend the original execution cycle to include meta-rules. It turns out that this posesno problems: however, we might want to execute only meta-rules on the interpreter,and leave object-rule interpretation to meta-rules. If we are interested in matchingobject- and meta-rules together and placing them in the conict set, we need onlyuse the cycle given in part one.There is more than one way to achieve this, depending upon whether the conictset is going to be used. If the conict set is to be used and if it will contain onlymeta-rules, we can use a variation on MatchRulesForConictSet:MatchMetaRulesForConictSet�ConictSet�Rules�WMEM9 satis : � Rule j satis � mrules �(8 r : Rule j r 2 satis �(9 inbdg; outbdg : BINDINGS ; rb : RBIND jinbdg = initbdgs �matchconds(ruleconds(r); inbdg; outbdg) ^rb = mkconfsetelt(r ; outbdg) ^rb 2 crules 0))The variation is simply to restrict the rules in satis to meta-rules: this willensure that only meta-rules are to be found in the conict set. Conict resolutioncan then be applied in the normal way, and meta-rules will be assigned the task ofinterpreting object-rules. The basic cycle can be rede�ned to give:BMatchMetaRules b=InitConictSet ^ MatchMetaRulesForConictSetand: MetaMatchDecideAct b=BMatchMetaRules ^ SelectConictSet ^ ExecuteActionsand �nally:BMetaCycle b= MetaMatchDecideAct ^ NextCycleIt is possible to do away with the conict set completely. This involves thedirect execution or forcing the execution of one root rule. This rule is charged with56



interpreting all other rules. One schema to perform this operation is shown below(it is only one of a number of alternatives):ExecuteFromMetaRule�WMEMrid? : RULEID9 r : Rule; b; res : BINDINGS ; rb : RBIND ; rargs : STERMSrel : REL �GetRule ^rel = matchconds ^b = initbindings ^rargs(1) = ruleconds(r) ^MatchConditionElements ^rb = mkconfsetelt(r ; res) ^ExecuteActionsNote that this schema merely uses operations that we have de�ned elsewhere, andit also constructs a conict set element to pass to the ExecuteActions schema.We now have three ways in which rules can be tested, selected and executed: thiscomplicates the main cycle because choices have to be made. The complication isnot conceptual, and rests upon an obvious disjunctive de�nition of the Cycle schema.Note that time is handled in exactly the same way as it was in the object-interpretergiven above. We leave it to the reader to �ll in the missing details, and pass on tothe initialization phase of the interpreter.3.5 In it ia liz a t ionInitialization in ele k tra is a little more complex when the meta-level is included:the main source of complication is that rules must be analyzed and placed in workingmemory. Apart from this, all other operations are identical. It should be noted thatthe analysis of rules applies to all rules, and, after analysis, the rules are loaded intoproduction memory as usual|this implies (correctly) that an additional conjunctmust be added to the initialization schema in order to convert it to the initializationroutine for the meta-level system.3.6 D i� eren c e sIn this section, we want briey to make a few remarks about the additional structurethat is imposed on the ele k tra interpreter by the inclusion of a meta-level. In57



particular, we want to make some notes about values and variables.Above, we have assumed that there is some uniform variable domain. The el-ements of this domain are bound to variables. Quite obviously, we need to giveadditional structure to VAL before the speci�cation is complete. This is because wecan bind rules, constants, relations, conditions, actions, and so on.Next, we have assumed that variables are just variables: we have not made adistinction between object- and meta-variables. We might want to de�ne:VAR ::= metavar hVARNM i j objvar hVARNM iwhere[VARNM ]is a domain of variable names. The separation of variables into meta- and object-variables brings a number of advantages: for example, it might be possible to avoidthe use of uni�cation as the main matching procedure (this procedure is indicatedby the fact that working memory can contain elements with variables in them),although it will still have to be used in certain cases. In addition, the distinctionbrings added clarity to the de�nition of rules. We have not made the distinctionabove because it was considered to complicate the speci�cation in an inessentialway.
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